Do you read?

Go.

....at Fannie Bay but reports from the people who...in the area indicate that Fannie Bay particularly the Leichhardt Crescent area was fairly lightly hit........

....that your wife will be okay.

You were fading away confirm reports indicate that there was a pretty light wind in the Fannie Bay area.

............indicate that Fannie Bay was a lightly hit area and Leichhardt Crescent in particular so that your wife........

H11 (very noisy)

6575. Could you confirm that Captain Connellan is standing by at DCA. (FS2).

KN CLS

Could you confirm that Captain Connellan is standing by at AS DCA? (FS2)

KN AS

......alongside of me at the moment, what's the frequency you have EWE on? (FS2)

KN AS

Could you ask him to come up on 8938, 8938 or 8896 and see if he can raise me. (FS2)

EWE KN

From AS request call AS on 8938 for a company message. If negative contact return this frequency.

KN EWE

We copied, changing to 8938 now.

Roger, Dr. Patterson, Dr. Patterson is on the Hercules, that is Rescue 161, will probably contact McHenry. The Hercules, correction via the Hercules from the aircraft. Patterson will probably contact Mr. McHenry from the aircraft regarding if the Hercules had to divert to TN and require a fleet of vehicles to transfer at least 24, 24 medical aid personnel plus numbers of medical supplies. For McHenry from Patterson, it would amount to that if the Hercules does not get into DN may require vehicles 24 people and medical supplies.

Roger, confirm that is for Mr. McHenry, Dr. Patterson on Rescue 161 will probably contact McHenry via the Hercules from the aircraft regarding if the Hercules has to divert to TN and may require a fleet of vehicles for 24 medical aid personnel and medical supplies.

That is correct.

We have a request to know if the road is open from DN to KN?

Say again?

We have a request to find out if the road is open from DN to KN?

Not known at this stage. Standby, will advise.

Roger, thanks.

Roger, confirm that is for Mr. McHenry, Dr. Patterson on Rescue 161 will probably contact McHenry via the Hercules from the aircraft regarding if the Hercules has to divert to TN and may require a fleet of vehicles to transfer at least 24, 24 medical aid personnel plus numbers of medical supplies. For McHenry from Patterson, it would amount to that if the Hercules does not get into DN may require vehicles 24 people and medical supplies.

Roger, confirm that is for Mr. McHenry, Dr. Patterson on Rescue 161 will probably contact McHenry via the Hercules from the aircraft regarding if the Hercules has to divert to TN and may require a fleet of vehicles for 24 medical aid personnel and medical supplies.

We have a request to know if the road is open from DN to KN?

Say again?

We have a request to find out if the road is open from DN to KN?

Roger, thanks.

Roger. Still there?

Affirmative, go ahead.

I have a message for Ted Osbourne, Ted Osbourne, at KN I think. Len Abbott would like to know if he is to return.

Len Abbott would like to know if he is to return.

Copied for Ted Osbourne from Len Abbott, he would like to know if he is to return. Where would I find this Ted Osbourne?